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Abstract Biped locomotion created by controlling methods based on zero-moment point has been realized in real
world and been well verified its efficacy for stable walking.
However, the walking strategies that have been proposed so
far seems to avoid such considerations as slipping of foot
on the floor, even though there should exist the slipping
large or small in real world. In this research, a dynamical
model of humanoid robot including slipping of foot is proposed, which is derived by the Newton–Euler method. To
confirm the veracity of the derived dynamical model, the
model has been verified from the view point that when all
friction coefficients are identical to zero, the total kinetic
energy should be conserved to be unchanged, and when
the coefficients are not zero, the total kinetic energy should
decrease monotonously.
Keywords Humanoid · Slipping · Friction · Bipedal ·
Dynamical · Newton–Euler Method

1 Introduction
Human beings have acquired an ability of stable bipedal
walking in evolving so far in a repetition of generation.
From a view point of making a stable controller for the
bipedal walking based on knowledge of control theory, it
looks not easy because of the complicated dynamics with
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high nonlinearity and coupled interactions between state
variables with high dimensions. Therefore, how to simplify
the complicated walking dynamics to help construct stable
walking controller has been studied intensively.
Avoiding complications in dealing directly with true
dynamics without approximation, inverted pendulum has
been used frequently for making a controller [1–3], using
the merits to simplify the calculations to determine control input torque. Furthermore, linear approximation that
makes the humanoid model represented by simple inverted
pendulum enables researchers to realize stable gait through
well-known control strategy [4–6], since these researches
include assumptions justifying the approximations, the
hypotheses leaves obscureness in the discussions of the
robot’s dynamical behaviors.
Our research has begun from similar view point of [7, 8]
as aiming to describe gait’s dynamics as correctly as possible, including slipping of foot on the floor, with whole body
humanoid dynamics consisted of head, waist, torso, arms
and legs. Importantly, the authors think that the dimension
of dynamical equation will change depending on the walking gait’s varieties which has been discussed in [9] using
one legged hopping robot. In fact, this kind of dynamics with the dimension number of state variables varying
by the result of its dynamical time transitions are out of
the arena of control theory that discusses how to control
a system with fixed states’ number. Furthermore, the tipping over motion has been called as nonholonomic dynamics that includes a joint without inputting torque, i.e., free
joint that is rotation of toe when walking and especially
stumbling. Landing of the heel or the toe of lifting leg in
the air to the ground makes a geometrical contact [10] and
the contact gives a constraint condition to the humanoid’s
dynamics.
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Fig. 1  Definition of humanoid’s link, joint and whole body

The conventional NE method could be applied only to
a robot having an open loop serial linkage structure, therefore, the dynamical model of robots made by NE method
was limited within a condition that the robot does not contact external world. Therefore, the NE method has not been
utilized for modeling of robots that works under a premise that it contacts with the environment, e.g., when the
robot conducts some grinding task or assembling task. To
eliminate this limitation, one of the author has proposed
Extended NE (ENE) method [11] that could be utilized
for dynamical modeling of manipulator whose hand is
kinematically constraint by non-elastic environment. This
method utilizes recursive calculation of acceleration and
exerting force/torque along to the robot’s serial link structure including inner force/torque and that this is important
merit of the ENE that Lagrange method does not have.
The demerit of ENE is that the constraint force exerting
between the robot and the environment should be predetermined before recursive calculation starts. Averting the
demerit of the ENE, it is convenient to deal with the constraint motion problem by solving robot’s angular acceleration and contacting force through simultaneous equation, which has been introduced by [12] and published in
a book [13]. Then the simultaneous solving method [13]
of the acceleration and contacting force has been used for
describing the humanoid’s walking dynamics with contacting constraints over the external environments, which is in
this paper, the floor on which the humanoid walks.
In this research that is based on [14, 15], a walking
model of humanoid robot including slipping, bumping, surface-contacting and point-contacting of foot is
discussed, and its dynamical equation is derived by the
NE method. Especially the common consideration of the
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Table 1  Physical parameters
Link

li (m)

mi (kg)

di (N ms/rad)

Head
Upper body
Middle body
Lower body
Upper arm
Lower arm
Hand
Waist
Upper leg
Lower leg
Foot
Total weight (kg)
Total hight (m)

0.24
0.41
0.1
0.1
0.31
0.24
0.18
0.27
0.38
0.40
0.07
–
1.7

4.5
21.5
2.0
2.0
2.3
1.4
0.4
2.0
7.3
3.4
1.3
64.2
–

0.5
10.0
10.0
10.0
0.03
1.0
2.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
–
–

free-leg model [16–18] is without any slipping. Additionally, this research is different from the previous humanoid researches [19–22], that the nonlinear friction which
includes the static/kinetic friction will be discussed in
walking model of humanoid robot consisting of 17 rigid
links. [19, 20] are the experimental discussions on walking with slippage. And [21, 22] have tried to discuss
the influences of stick/slip slipping states during walking, however, those papers lack description of relations
between full body dynamical model and the stick/slip
states of foot.
In this paper, a dynamical model of humanoid including influences of nonlinearity caused by stick-slip
[23–25] motions, which are derived from the nonlinear
friction between the floor and humanoid’s feet, will be
introduced.
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2 Dynamical walking model

here, i−1 Ri means orientation matrix, i−1 p̂ i represents position vector from the origin of (i − 1)th link to the one of ith,
i ŝ is defined as gravity center position of ith link and e is
zi
i
unit vector that shows rotational axis of ith link. However,
velocity and acceleration of 4th link transmit to 8th link
and ones of 10th link transmit to 11th, 14th and 17th link
directly because of ramification mechanisms.

2.1 Forward kinematical calculations
We discuss a biped robot whose definition is depicted in
Fig. 1. Table 1 indicates length li (m), mass mi (kg) of links
and coefficient of joints’ viscous friction di (N m s/rad),
which are decided based on [26]. This model is simulated
as a serial-link manipulator having ramifications and represents rigid whole body—feet including toe, torso, arms and
so on—by 17 degree-of-freedom. Though motion of legs is
restricted in sagittal plane, it generates varieties of walking
gait sequences since the robot has flat-sole feet and kicking
torque. In this paper, one foot including link-1 is defined as
“supporting-leg” and another foot including link-7 is defined
as “free-leg” (“contacting-leg” when the free-leg contacts
with floor) according to the walking state.
In this paper, we derive the equation of motion following
by NE formulation [22, 23]. So we must consider the structure of the supporting-leg with two situations. When the
supporting-leg is constituted by rotating joint: we first have
to calculate relations of positions, velocities and accelerations between links as forward kinetics procedures from
bottom link to top link. Serial link’s angular velocity i 𝝎i,
angular acceleration i 𝝎̇ i, acceleration of the origin i p̈ i and
acceleration of the center of mass i s̈ i based on Σi fixed at ith
link are obtained as follows.
i

𝝎i =

i−1

i

𝝎̇ i =

i−1

i

p̈ i =

i

RTi i−1 𝝎i−1
RTi i−1 𝝎̇ i−1
RTi

(1)

+ ezi q̇ i
i

+ ez q̈ i + 𝝎i × (ezi q̇ i )

{i−1

(2)

p̈ i−1 + i−1 𝝎̇ i−1 × i−1 p̂ i
}
+i−1 𝝎i−1 × (i−1 𝝎i−1 × i−1 p̂ i )

(3)

s̈ i = i p̈ i + i 𝝎̇ i × i ŝ i + i 𝝎i × (i 𝝎i × i ŝ i )

(4)

i−1

Then if the supporting-leg is constituted by prismatic joint.
We will switch the equations as the following.

2.2 Backward inverse dynamical calculations
After the above forward kinetic calculation has been done,
contrarily inverse dynamical calculation from top to base
link are shown as follow. Newton equation and Euler equation of i-th link are represented by Eqs. (9), (10) when i Ii
is defined as inertia tensor of ith link. Here, i f i and i ni in Σi
show the force and moment exerted on ith link from i+1th
link.
i

f i = i Ri+1 i+1 f i+1 + mi i s̈ i

i

ni = i Ri+1 i+1 f i+1 + i Ii i 𝝎̇ i + i 𝝎i × (i Ii i 𝝎i )

(9)
(10)

+ i ŝ i × (mi i s̈ i ) + i p̂ i+1 × (i Ri+1 i+1 f i+1 )

On the other hand, since force and torque of 5th and 8th
links are exerted on 4th link, effects onto 4th link as:
(11)

4

f 4 = 4 R5 5 f 5 + 4 R8 8 f 8 + m4 4 s̈ 4 ,

4

n4 = 4 R5 5 n5 + 4 R8 8 n8 + 4 I4 4 𝝎̇ 4 + 4 𝝎4 × (4 I4 4 𝝎4 )
+ 4 ŝ 4 × (m4 4 s̈ 4 ) + 4 p̂ 5 × (4 R5 5 f 5 )
4

4

(12)

8

+ p̂ 8 × ( R8 f 8 ).
Similarly, force and torque of 11th, 14th and 17th links
transmit to 10th link directly. Then, rotational motion equation of ith link is obtained as Eq. (13) by making inner
product of induced torque onto the ith link’s unit vector ezi
around rotational axis:

𝜏i = eTz i ni + di q̇ i .
i

(13)

i

𝝎i = i−1 RTi i−1 𝝎i−1

(5)

However, when the supporting-leg (1st link) slipping (prismatic joint), the torque onto the 1st link can be calculated
by following equation.

i

𝝎̇ i = i−1 RTi i−1 𝝎̇ i−1

(6)

f1 = eTz 1 f 1 + 𝜇k ẏ 0 .

i

p̈ i =i−1 RTi

(7)

+ 2(i−1 RTi i−1 𝝎i−1 ) × (ez q̇ i ) + ez q̈ i
i

s̈ i = i p̈ i + i 𝝎̇ i × i ŝ i + i 𝝎i × (i 𝝎i × i ŝ i )

(14)

Finally, we get motion equation with one leg standing as:

{i−1

p̈ i−1 + i−1 𝝎̇ i−1 × i−1 p̂ i
}
+i−1 𝝎i−1 × (i−1 𝝎i−1 × i−1 p̂ i )

1

(8)

̇ + g(q) + Dq̇ = 𝝉,
M(q)q̈ + h(q, q)

(15)

here, 𝝉 = [f1 , 𝜏1 , 𝜏2 , … , 𝜏17 ] is input torque, M(q) is ineṙ and g(q) are vectors which inditia matrix, both of h(q, q)
cate Coriolis force, centrifugal force and gravity. When the
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3.2 Calculation of mechanical energy
It is necessary to calculate the height of the center of gravity
of each link before the calculation of the potential energy. We
use the homogeneous transformation matrix to calculate it as
following equation.
W
W

Fig. 2  Switch conditions of stick-slip motion

supporting-leg slipping, the D = diag[𝜇k , d1 , d2 , … , d17 ] is
a matrix which means coefficients of joints and between
foot and ground. And q = [y0 , q1 , q2 , … , q17 ]T means the
angle of joints and the relative position between foot and
ground. When the supporting-leg slipping, the variable
vector q consists of q = [y0 , q1 , q2 , … , q17 ]T . The viscous
friction of y-axis (slipping axis) can be described as 𝜇k ẏ 0
that is included in left-side of Eq. (15), and the nonlinear
force generated by reaction force to the supporting-leg
ft0 is made by ft0 = 𝜇k fn0 where fn0 is normal force exerting to supporting-leg caused by dynamical coupling of
the humanoid body given by Eqs. (9) and (10), and 𝜇k is
dynamical friction coefficient.
This slipping motion state is depicted at right side of
Fig. 2. If |ẏ 0 | < 𝜖 is satisfied, then the degree of motion, y0
, disappears, then the equation of motion transfers to the
equation of motion that consists of q = [q1 , q2 , … , q17 ]T .
On this state, static friction coefficient 𝜇s = 0.8 is applied,
and static friction force fs0 = 𝜇s fn0 exerts to the lateral
direction of foot. when the exerting lateral force fy0 generated by dynamical coupling of humanoid body, that is i ni in
Eq. (13) should satisfy |fy0 | > |fs0 |, then the slipping motion
starts and the equation of motion, Eq. (15), is changed into
the one with variables of q = [y0 , q1 , q2 , … , q17 ]T again,
which is depicted at the right state Fig. 2.

zGi =W zi +

(16)

here, W zGi means the height of C.o.G of ith link in world
coordinate system W zi is the height of the joint which is
seen from the world coordinate. So, we can calculate the
potential energy as following equation.

Ep =

17
∑

(17)

mW
zg
i i

i=1

here, Ep is the potential energy of the model. mi is the mass
of each link. g is the gravitational acceleration. Then, we
can calculate the rotational energy as following equation.

Ek =

17
∑
1
i=1

2

W

(18)

𝝎Ti W Ii W 𝝎i

Here, Ek is the rotational energy of the model. Ii is the
moment of inertia of each link. Then, we can also calculate
the translational energy as following equation.

Ev =

17
∑
1
i=1

(a)

3 Validation of model

zi+1 −W zi
2

2

(19)

mi W ṙ Tgi W ṙ gi

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3  Ground state of the supporting-foot

3.1 Verification by mechanical energy
To verify this complex model, we use the mechanical
energy conservation law. Because to verify the conservation of mechanical energy, the equation of motion must be
correct. We make the model to do a free fall with the input
torque 𝝉 i = 0 and the viscous friction Di = 0. In this case,
there is no friction. So, it will have no discharge of energy
during free fall. During the motion the mechanical energy
will be saved at the initial potential energy. To derive the
mechanical energy, it is necessary to calculate all of the
potential energy, rotational energy and translational energy.
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Fig. 4  Free-fall of humanoid model with the supporting-foot in the
state of rest
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Fig. 5  Mechanical energy conservation during the supporting-foot in
the stopped and surface contact state (Fig. 3a)

Fig. 6  Mechanical energy conservation during the supporting-foot in
the stopped and line contact state (Fig. 3b)

Fig. 7  Mechanical energy conservation during the supporting-foot in
the slip and surface contact state (Fig. 3c)

Fig. 8  Mechanical energy conservation during the supporting-foot in
the slip and line contact state (Fig. 3d)

Here, Ev is the translational energy of the model, ṙ gi is the
translational velocity of C.o.G of i-th link. Finally, the
mechanical energy can be derived as following equation.

EQ = Ep + Ek + Ev

(20)

3.3 Verification simulation experiment
First, the model for a humanoid whose supporting-foot is
at rest with surface contact is shown in Fig. 3a. On that
assumption of foot contacting condition in Fig. 3a, free falling simulation has been done as shown in Fig. 4①–④. With
the condition of viscous friction (Di=0) and input torque
(𝝉 = 0). Fig. 5 shows the result of the mechanical energy
when the supporting-foot stops with surface contact state.
The mechanical energy EQ keeps constant even though
translation energy Ev, rotational energy Ek and potential
energy Ep fluctuate widely during free fall motions depicted
in Fig. 4①–④. And Fig. 6 is the simulated result of same
condition except that the supporting-foot contacts in a line
with floor with the toe as shown in Fig. 3b. From Figs. 5
and 6, EQ can be seen constant. So, it shows that the model
with support-foot stopped has no contradictions.

Fig. 9  Mechanical energy discharging during the supporting-foot in
the slip and line contact state (Fig. 3d) and with sliding friction coefficient 0.5

Similarly, the simulation about the slip state of the
supporting-foot with surface contact and line contact are
shown in Fig. 3c, d. As well as Fig. 4, the humanoid models
are also examined by a free fall without any viscous friction
and input torque. Fig. 7 shows the result of EQ when the
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Fig. 10  Mechanical energy discharging during the supporting-foot in
the slip and line contact state (Fig. 3d) with sliding friction coefficient
0.5 and viscous friction coefficient Di = 0.2 in all of rotational joints

supporting-foot is in the slip and surface contact state. And
Fig. 8 is about EQ during the supporting-foot is in the slip
and line contact state. From Figs. 7 and 8, the total mechanical energy can be seen constant.
Figure 9 also shows a free-fall with the same condition of Fig. 8 (Fig. 3d) and the sliding friction coefficient
of ground is set to 0.5 to have the energy reducing influence explicit. It can be seen that in the case of Fig. 9, EQ
discharged by the friction and the decreasing profile is
monotonous as expected. Furthermore, Fig. 10 shows a
simulation that is based of Fig. 9, adding the viscous friction coefficient Di = 0.2 to all rotational joints, and keep
the other conditions of Fig. 9. It can also be seen that in
the case of Fig. 10, the mechanical energy EQ discharged
by both sliding and viscous friction, the discharging speed
is faster than the case with sliding friction only shown in
Fig. 9.
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Fig. 12  The y-position of the overall center of gravity during the
supporting-foot in the slip and line contact state (Fig. 3d)

3.4 Verification by the position of the overall center
of gravity
In the simulation of free fall, if the supporting-foot can slip
on the ground (without any friction), the y-position of Σ0
(Σ0 is defined in Fig. 1) of the overall center of gravity 0 PGA
should not change. To confirm that, the y-position of the
overall center of gravity is given by following equation.
0

PGA =

∑17

0
i=1 mi PGi
∑17
m
i=1 i

(21)

Here, 0 PGi is the y-position of center of gravity of each link.
The 0 PGA during free fall simulation that is supportingfoot in slip surface contact state and slip line contact state
are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. From Figs. 11 and 12, the
y-position of the overall center of gravity is not changed
even though the toe position of the supporting-foot fluctuate in time domain. So, there is no contradiction against
common sense.
3.5 Simulation including stick‑slip

Fig. 11  The y-position of the overall center of gravity during the
supporting-foot in the slip and surface contact state (Fig. 3c)
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Another simulation with nonlinear friction between floor
and foot has been prepared to examine a stick-slip motion
that can verify the humanoid model further. The experiment conditions are shown as follows. The state (stick or
slip) of supporting-leg that is dominated by the stick-slip
conditions are shown in Fig. 2. When the driving force
exerting to supporting-leg from dynamical coupling of
humanoid nonlinear model fy0 is larger than the maximum
static frictional force fs0, the supporting-leg starts to slip.
Here fn0 means the normal force exerting to the foot, and
when the slip velocity of supporting-leg |ẏ 0 | is less than
𝜖 (a very small value 𝜖 = 0.001 (m/s) = 1 (mm/s) in this
paper), the supporting-leg enters a stick state. During the
supporting-leg in stick state, the coefficient of friction is
set to 𝜇s = 0.8, and when the supporting-leg is in slip state,
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Fig. 13  Mechanical energy
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Fig. 16  y-position of supporting-leg

Fig. 17  Configurations during free-fall simulation shown in Fig. 16,
a the configuration at time Ⓐ designated in Fig. 16, and b, c corresponds to time Ⓑ and Ⓒ

Fig. 14  Discharge of energy by friction

Fig. 15  Velocity of slip

the coefficient is set to 𝜇k = 0.4. And the body of humanoid
robot will fall freely without any viscous friction ( D = 0)
and input torque (𝝉 = 0).

Edischarge =

∫0

t

𝜇k ẏ 20 dt

(22)

Figure 13 shows time profile of mechanical energy of
humanoid’s free-fall motion including the stick-slip motion,
and Fig. 14 shows the discharged energy caused by friction
on floor, the calculation of discharged energy is shown in
Eq. (22). Here, 𝜇k means the coefficient of friction when
slipping, and when sticking the Edischarge in Eq. (22) equal to
zero since ẏ 0 is zero. In Figs. 13 and 14, when the supporting-leg is in the state of stick, the total mechanical energy
is remained unchanged. And the mechanical energy discharges while the supporting-leg slipping, and the value of
discharged energy in Fig. 14 is consistent with the result in
Fig. 13.
Furthermore, the velocity and the y-axis position of
supporting-leg are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Figure 15
shows that when the supporting-leg is in the state of stick,
the velocity of slip equals to zero, and Fig. 16 shows that
the y-axis position is also not changed in time. And the discharge of energy depends on the velocity of slip. When the
supporting-leg slipping is faster, the discharge of energy
also gets a higher rate. Conversely, when the supportingleg slipping is very slow or stops, the discharge of energy
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Fig. 18  Normal force fn during stick-slip motion
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is also small or kept unchanged. So, from this simulation,
it can also be seen that supporting-leg slip-stick model is
feasible.
Figure 17 shows their shapes of the humanoid while the
simulated motion proceeds as shown in Figs. 13 , 14, 15
and 16. The configuration in Fig. 17a was detected at the
time designated by A in Figs. 15 and 16, and also b, c are
the shapes at B and C in the both figures.
Furthermore, the normal force fn, diving force fy of slipping direction (right is the plus direction) and friction ft
between foot and floor are shown in Figs. 18, 19 and 20.
During the free-fall simulation, the normal force becomes
smaller and the diving force becomes bigger at the first
stick state. At the moment, the friction ft is not decided
by the normal force, the value of ft is equal to fy (but ft is
always in the opposite direction of fy). When supportingleg starts to slip, the coefficient of friction also switch to
𝜇k = 0.4. At the moment, the friction becomes smaller and
the friction is directly proportional to the normal force. So,
from this simulation, it can also be seen that supporting-leg
slip-stick model is feasible.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, a dynamical model of humanoid robot including slipping of foot is proposed, the equation of motion is
derived by Newton–Euler method. And the model has been
verified using the mechanical energy-conservation law.
For the future, the authors plan to extend the calculation
method to the case of more than two constraint conditions,
and evaluate it by simulations.
Fig. 19  Diving force fy of slipping direction

Fig. 20  Friction ft between foot and floor
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